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The memoir of the year ... a book in which
the sentences swing into you like small,
gleaming axes.New York TimesJoshua
Cody, a brilliant young composer, was
about to receive his PhD when he was
diagnosed with an aggressive form of
cancer. Facing a bone marrow transplant
and full radiation, he charts his struggle:
the fury, the tendency to self-destruction,
and the ruthless grasping for life and
sensation; the encounter with beautiful
Ariel, who gives him cocaine and a blow
job in a Manhattan restaurant following his
first treatment; the detailed morphine
fantasy complete with a bride called
Valentina while, in reality, hospital staff
are pinning him to his bed.Moving
effortlessly between references to Don
Giovanni and the Rolling Stones, Ezra
Pound and Buffalo Bill, and studded with
pages from his own diaries and hospital
notebooks, [sic] is a mesmerizing,
hallucinatory glimpse into a young mans
battle against disease and a celebration of
art, language, music, and life.
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Reviews: [sic]: A Memoir A searing memoir about devastating illness, creativity, sex and drugs, and thirty-something
life in New York. Joshua Cody, a brilliant young composer, was about Jan 29, 2012 Joshua Cody waits until about
two-thirds into his fierce and fevered memoir. [sic]: A Memoir, by Joshua Cody - Review - The New York Times
[sic]: A Memoir. New York, NY: Norton, 2011. 266 pp. Clothbound, $24.95. Thinking about how to describe Joshua
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looked up definitions of metrosexual. Cody fits on several dimensions: even when he is physically outside New [Sic] A
Memoir by Joshua Cody Book Review - The New Oct 17, 2011 In [sic], author Joshua Cody doesnt just hope to jab
back at the typical recovery memoir - he wants to smash it to pieces. [sic]: A Memoir by Joshua Cody on iBooks iTunes - Apple The memoir of the year . . . a book in which the sentences swing into you like small, gleaming
axes.?New York Times Joshua Cody, a brilliant young composer [sic]: A Memoir: Joshua Cody: Bloomsbury
Paperbacks In a fevered, mesmerising voice, slaloming effortlessly between references to Ezra Pound, The Rolling
Stones and Beethoven, in a memoir that is as fresh and Download E-books [sic]: A Memoir PDF MICROBLADING Books When I first read this book I thought, wow! I would one day read this to my kid. And I will,
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11, 2011 Early in Joshua Codys sprightly, manic cancer memoir, [Sic], the author pauses to explain the musical
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